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Caterpillar is building capabilities to deliver an integrated value chain. To do so, we must engineer our value.

The heavy dependence of Caterpillar Inc on employees' talent will increase the importance of this value chain
support activity. Caterpillar Inc may find it difficult to get required information if its Business Information
System is not structured accordingly. Distribution centre management Cat Logistics provides comprehensive
distribution and order fulfilment solutions to efficiently manage material flows and storage requirements, and
perform additional value-added services to satisfy virtually any client need. Neovia logistics add a reputation
that this port is the leader in importation and exportation of goods. Analysis of operational activities is
important for improving productivity, maximising the efficiency and ensuring the competitive success of
Caterpillar Inc. Manufacturing logistics Cat Logistics can quickly assess the efficiency of the customer's
supply chain and successfully plan and implement value-added processes to streamline assets, reduce cost, and
improve responsiveness. Other brands in our portfolio are distributed through their respective channels that
optimize customer value in accordance with their brand value propositions. Purpose built facility designed by
CEVA with 33 staff to operate it over extended business hours six days a week. Focus strategy has been
adopted by concentrating on a few popular caterpillar models to majority o customers. Global transportation
services Transportation involves the physical movement of goods through the supply chain by ground, rail, air,
and water. Fire protection systems with 9. If product differentiation is the aim of Caterpillar Inc, Value Chain
Analysis will help the company in maximising the efficiency and enhancing the product quality by improving
processes. Cat Logistics puts its tools, technology, and over 80 years of supply chain experience together to
turn strategy into reality. Product cost optimization tenchniques include; reducing supply chain variability,
minimum transit inventory, achieving higher velocity, creating high degree of visibility of shipments. The
cornerstone of this successful business model has been built around its world-class customer order
management system. In logistics distance is a challenge as stated by O Neil that distance is an enemy but there
must be the capability to deliver products cost effectively by consolidating and deconsolidating material.
However, Caterpillar Inc must not take it as a rigid, standalone framework by assigning the equal importance
to all activities. Supplier involvement by assigning the responsibilities for material transportation to central
points where caterpillar could pull them for production Ownership of inventory at central inventory pool was
transferred to suppliers and after caterpillar pulling them, then payment could be effected depending on the
contractual terms. Discuss the extent to which caterpillar lived by its strategic intent. The bases of competition
for caterpillar were quality and service not price and this helped to differentiate its products as per potters
generic strategies cost leadership, differentiation and focus. We are one of the world's largest contract logistics
companies with a rich experience in global operations and best practice performance metrics in service parts
logistics. Open questions Like many companies, Caterpillar is hard at work digitally transforming its supply
chain, but several important questions remain: -How should Caterpillar identify new technologies? Product
Design and Development Cat products have evolved significantly over the past 90 years, and sustainability has
been a big part of these changes. It includes both- manufacturing and service operations. Neovia ships to more
than countries delivering a nimble, cutting edge approach to supply chain with the state of the art solutions
provides speed, efficiency and global reach through 38 weekly container ship services. Caterpillar Inc can
either use the operations, marketing and other relevant value chain activities to avail the cost advantages or it
can use the human resource, technology, infrastructure, service or other relevant activities to set the strong
differentiation basis. The Japanese location was land locked, no space for expansion; the Aurora location had
lengthy delivery times. Some examples of inbound logistics are retrieving raw material, storing the inputs and
internally distributing the raw material and components to start production. Group O was out sourced to
design and host a web portal to integrate global suppliers and manege products and parts The portal provides
controlled order acknowledgements, compliant electronic advanced shipping notices,pack lists and shipping
labels, integrated invoice processing and work flow alerts, mult-level security and role based administration,
real time reports and operational metrics in an easy to read dashboard. Control towers are being used over the
top of the network that considers the strategic design of a supply chain, track costs, adapt supply chain in
response to expected changes in the market so as to meet the companys strategy. This gave rise to a correlation
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between serve level and lost sales. North American production site evaluation: high shipping cost of exoloader
to emerging markets customers, low acquisition and coordination cost for raw materials and components,
skilled work force, cultural compatibility. We develop manufacturing processes to minimize safety risks. We
can bring this knowledge and expertise to the customer and can help achieve the kinds of cost reduction and
just-in-time manufacturing excellence that it has achieved for its parent, Caterpillar.


